ICA+ relatives with DQA1*0102/DQB1*0602 have expected 0602 sequence and DR types.
The HLA haplotype DQA1*0102/DQB1*0602 reportely confers protection from type 1 diabetes. DQA1*0102/DQB1*0602 is present in more than 7% of ICA positive relatives screened as part of the Diabetes Prevention Trial--type 1. The presence of autoantibodies in these subjects suggests that the mechanism that protects DQB1*0602 subjects from diabetes occurs after the disease process has been initiated. However, as previously suggested, the method used to type the DQB1*0602 alleles may have lacked the sensitivity to identify alleles similar, but not identical, to DQB1*0602. In addition unusual extended haplotypes may be presented that could help account for the presence of diabetes autoantibodies. We therefore sequenced and performed extended haplotyping on samples from ICA+ relatives with DQA1*0102/DQB1*0602. In this group, sequencing confirmed DQB1*0602 in 149/150, and 152/165 have the common DRB1*1501-DQB1*0602 haplotype. Thus, high resolution typing of class II alleles either by PCR-based oligotyping or nucleotide sequencing fail to indicate any unusual genetic characteristics about these antibody-positive relatives, of which few are expected to progress to clinical disease.